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Supplementary data analysis on EDRP data set

1. Knowledge discovery from Smart meter data

This section demonstrates, though a practical example, on how knowledge can be
discovered to offer actionable insights to improve the accuracy of consumers’ profile
estimation. The meter data analytics on SMASH has involved three stages:

1. a system is developed to be used to collect, curate, store and run analytics over a5

vast quantity of meter data;

2. then subsets of that data are extracted to experiment and design algorithms, which
would provide useful high-level information to characterise the data set and inform
the user; and

3. finally, the researchers evaluate how those algorithms could be implemented and10

applied to the complete data set.

For example, applying the rules from subgroup discovery experiments to be introduced
below, to extract summary statistics on the meter data for a particular class of households
to show how the entire data set behaves with regards to that subgroup. As the data set
grows the researchers are able to reapply those rules to examine how that subgroup15

changes over time, whilst also experimenting with new data to identify new subgroups
of interest.

Previously, it was infeasible to investigate a huge number of real household data at
high resolution, because smart meters were not installed in households. The recent roll-
out of smart meters has just started making the sampling size being significantly large20

possible. This work takes the advantage of high resolution smart meter data.

1.1. Questions and expected output model

In the UK, Elexon profile load classes (shortened as profiles or Elexon profiles in
this paper) are widely adopted in the electricity industry for billing, financial settlement,
and demand forecasting for both domestic and non-domestic customers. The major25

analytical processes to generate Elexon profiles are sampling, grouping, weighting and
averaging, and regression analyses [1]. The seven variables used in each regression are
“noon effective temperature, sunset, sunset squared, Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday” [1]. Their coefficients together with the GSP Group correction factors (GSP: Grid
Supply Point Group) are applied to profile generation. Elexon profiles return normalized30

estimated half-hourly consumption.
The industry has investigated and reported that at present the profile errors have

made 9 TWh (1 TWh = 1012 watt-hours) total energy (annual sum) in wrong period
[2]. Such considerable errors blame the Elexon profiles’ over-simplified models and thus
poor accuracy.35
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Table 1: Summary of inputs
Variables of inputs Explanation Type Values in SSE data sets
GSP Grid Supply Point Categorical {South Wales, North Scotland,

Group in UK Southern England}
Seasons Categorical {Spring, Summer, High Summer,

Autumn, Winter}
Number of bedrooms Categorical {1,2,3,4,5}
Main Gas Gas connection Boolean {Yes, No}
meanPAPE Appendix Eq.6 Numeric [36.21, 204.23]

These raise important practical questions: are the profile errors similar across sea-
sons and across regions? If not, when and where do large errors appear?

The answers to these questions will ideally be rule-based models, in such a represen-
tation form as ‘IF season = spring, THEN the profile error is high’, for example.

1.2. Inputs40

Input data includes the following variables, summarized in Table 1: (1) households’
regional location, GSP (Grid Supply Point Group), which is a discrete, geospatial vari-
able. The SSE data set includes data from three discrete and disjoint study sites in the
UK, one each in of England, Scotland and Wales; (2) season: the measurements were
taken over a series of time; in this case, during one of five seasons [1]. The season associ-45

ated with a meter reading is worked out according to its time stamp; (3) the number of
bedrooms of a household; (4) availability of gas connection (Main Gas). The households
having gas connections can consume gas; and (5) the profile errors (meanPAPE) which
will be defined further on.

In addition to time (season) and location (GSP), the two socio-demographic variables,50

namely ”Mains Gas” and the ”number of bedrooms” are chosen to be used in this task
too. This decision is made to incorporate domain expertise into data analysis: Gas, as
a popular alternative energy source to electricity in many countries, for example in the
UK, makes observable but yet poorly understood impacts on electricity consumption
patterns [3]; and the number of bedrooms is known to be associated with the total55

household energy consumption: a property with more bedrooms is likely to consume
more electricity [4].

Profile errors have been widely used to evaluate the accuracy of profiles in the UK
[5] [6]. They are the differences between actual readings (ARCt) and profile estimate
(et) whose definitions are in the Appendix - Glossary. We have used a value called the60

“proportional absolute profile error” (PAPE) which represents the ratio of the absolute
profile error to the estimated value for a household during a given 30-minute time period
t. These variables are defined in Appendix - Glossary.

1.3. Data mining methods and comparison

The exemplary analysis questions request to analyze spatio-temporal data at a higher65

level of abstraction by identifying meaningful subsets of the data according to its dissim-
ilarity to the overall patterns on profile errors. Clearly the output models should include
spatial and temporal features. The main operator of this spatial analysis is the difference
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Table 2: Experimental parameters. Software: Cortana version 2.0
Target concept
Target type Single numeric
Quality measure mean test [7]

Search condition
Refinement depth maximal number of features selected

{1,2,3, 4}
Coverage ≥ 10% of samples in the data set

Search strategy
Strategy type best first
Numeric operation ≤,≥,=
Numeric strategy all

over seasons and over regions on the profile errors. A data mining method, subgroup dis-
covery, has been successfully used to analyze data for a variety of problems. However,70

few work has been done to use this method to conduct spatial-temporal analysis.
Subgroup discovery is a branch of data mining methods to identify subsets of samples

whose patterns are unusual [8] [9]. Subgroup discovery algorithms explore the data sets
and describe unusual subgroups in IF-THEN rules, which are one of fundamental ways
of knowledge representation. The IF part identifies a subset of samples by a condition75

on variables which are called features. For example, condition ‘IF Region = Southern
England AND Number of bedrooms ≤ 3’ has two features, namely Region and Number of
bedrooms. The THEN-part identifies this subset’s pattern on another variable which is
called target. For example, given the above condition, ‘THEN this subset’s average daily
consumption is 35% lower than the national average of the average daily consumption’.80

Here the target is average daily consumption. This subgroup is unusual because its target
value is significantly different from the target value of the entire data set, in this case,
on the national average.

To compare two subgroups, quality measures are applied to balance between unusu-
alness of the patterns on the target, and the size of subgroups. The larger values on85

these two criteria are preferred.
Both subgroup discovery and outlier detection (also called anomaly detection) search

for and identify samples which do not conform to an expected or the general pattern
in an entire data set, but these two methods serve for different purposes. The outliers
might be relevant to unexpected events in the system such as electricity breakup, but90

can be also relevant to noise in signals, measurement errors, or errors made during data
collection. In practice, the size of outliers is presumably to be less than 5% of the size
of the data set. This applies to spatio-temporal outlier detection as well [10]. Whereas
subgroup discovery aims for a much larger size, at least 10%, excluding outliers and it
prefers subsets with large sizes [6].95

A well established method of spatio-temporal analysis to uncover subsets of samples
is spatio-temporal clustering [11] [10]. It groups objects on the basis of their spatial
and temporal similarities. The ideal clustering results will have high similarities within
subsets but high dissimilarities among subsets. This method is not well-suited to the
questions here. It is because the questions ask for unusual patterns (large profile errors)100

on spatial and temporal features which is a good fit for subgroup discovery, rather than
for sets of samples grouped by their spatial and temporal similarities which would be a
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Table 3: Six of the subgroups found as examples. ‘GAS’ is shortened for the variable Main Gas. ‘BED’
is shortened for the variable the number of bedrooms. Depth is the number of selected variables.

Nr. Size Depth IF THEN average of
meanPAPE =

22330 - All samples 82.96
sg1 4390 1 SEASON = ‘Winter’ 94.39
sg2 3655 2 GAS = ‘0’ AND SEASON = ‘Winter’ 99.25
sg3 2129 3 GAS = ‘0’ AND BED = ‘3’ AND 99.63

SEASON = ‘Winter’
sg4 1073 3 GSP = ‘2’ AND GAS = ‘0’ AND 103.26

SEASON = ‘Winter’
sg5 1270 3 GSP = ‘3’ AND GAS = ‘0’ AND 100.13

SEASON = ‘Winter’
sg6 526 4 GSP = ‘2’ AND GAS = ‘0’ AND 106.3

BED = ‘3’ AND SEASON = ‘Winter’

better fit for spatio-temporal clustering.

1.4. Experimental results

The experiments of subgroup discovery use an open source software package [9], which105

has been installed on SMASH. The experimental setup and parameters are specified in
Table 2. The outputs from subgroup discovery are IF-THEN rules which describe sub-
groups using (some of) the aforementioned features, namely GSP, season, gas connection
and the number of bedrooms. Subgroups’ associated patterns on profile errors are mea-
sured by the target variable, meanPAPE. Six of the subgroups discovered are listed in110

Table 3. These examples include rules selecting from 1 to 4 features. They all have sig-
nificantly higher averaged profile errors, than that of the total data set, i.e. all samples.

1.5. Interpretation and evaluation

Fig. 1 illustrates the meanPAPE values of all possible subgroups subject to the four
features: GSP (x axis), Main gas (y axis), the number of bedrooms (z axis) and season115

(subplot (a-e)). Fig. 1 also visualizes data sets’ characteristics: a higher proportion of
households has a gas connection than without, and a higher proportion of households
has 3 bedrooms than the rest numbers of bedrooms. The average profile errors, marked
by the arrows next to the color-bars, vary seasonally.

The subgroups discovered are verifiable with respect to the observable facts visualized120

by Fig 1:

• the subgroup with the highest profile errors, the darkest red dot in Fig 1 is in
winter, in Northern Scotland (GSP = 2) and having 3 bedrooms, consistent with
sg6 in Table 3.

• among five seasons, clearly the highest average meanPAPE is in winter and also125

shown in plot(f), consistent with sg1 in Table 3;

• households with gas connection (GAS =0) bear much higher errors than those
without gas connection (GAS =1), consistent with sg2 to sg6 in Table 3;

• households with 3 bedrooms in average have the highest errors than the rest of
numbers of bedrooms, consistent with sg3 and sg6 in Table 3.130
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Figure 1: Seasonal meanPAPE patterns change. The five seasons are Spring, Summer, High Summer,
Autumn and Winter. x axis is GSP group: value 1 refers to GSP group South Wales, 2 refers to GSP
group North Scotland, and 3 refers to GSP group Southern England. y axis is Main Gas, where 0 refers
to ‘gas connection’ and 1 refers to ‘no gas connection’. z axis is the number of bedroom(s). The size of
dots indicates the number of households satisfying corresponding values on x, y and z. Please note the
size of dots in (g) is not scaled to those in (a)(b)(c)(d) and (e). The size of dots in (g) should have been
five times larger than the rest, but are re-scaled unproportionally to ensure the clarity of the image. The
colour of dots indicate the average of meanPAPE of the households. The colorbar indicates the value
of meanPAPE. The arrow next to a colorbar indicates the average of meanPAPE of the households at
the corresponding season. (f) illustrates the probability distribution of meanPAPE over the five seasons,
and (h) illustrates the probability distribution of meanPAPE in a year.
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• households located in Northern Scotland (GSP = 2) have the highest errors than
the rest of areas, consistent with sg4 and sg6 in Table 3.

In addition, subgroups sg2, sg3 and sg5 yield very small deviations among themselves
on their average of meanPAPE values. sg2 has a much larger group size than the rest
two subgroups. The rest two have one more selected feature each, namely ‘BED’ and135

‘GSP’. In this case, these two selected features show ignorable impact, so sg2 will be the
practically more useful one.

In this experiment, the cardinality of both time and location are small, and the search
space is not large. The choice made here ensures that the results will be manageable in
terms of operation, easy to be visualized, and easy to be validated against observations.140

However the methodology demonstrated here is generic, applicable to more compli-
cated spatial-temporal analysis. In this case, validation on the results subject to data
visualization is possible. But when more variables (features) are added in, and/or when
many variables have a higher cardinality, knowledge discovery would be heavily rely on
data mining algorithms: for example, when fine-grained geographical data, and meter145

readings at smaller temporal sampling intervals are in use. Given the inputs of location
at the postcode level and time at the monthly interval, the experimental results would
be able to identify which addressees and which month(s) households have high profile
errors. However, fine-grained geographical and temporal data will make visualization
more complicated.150

1.6. Implications

From the experimental results, the variables related to large errors are identified. Such
findings will provide evidence allowing refining the industrial standards, Elexon profile
models, to improve forecasting accuracy and to reduce the volume of power generation
in wrong time periods, probably through fine-tuning on the coefficients of the following155

variables:

• Season and GSP: In practice, the Elexon profile estimate has considered the impact
of seasonal temperature. However, the temperature variations across the country
(GSP) were not fully explored. It is well known that a global model might be incon-
sistent with regional models. In this case, the temperature in Northern Scotland160

is always lower than those of Southern England and Southern Wales, in a given
season. Therefore, the profile formula would benefit from a refinement to take into
account the variations of temperature over regions.

• Gas: as an alternative energy supply in the UK, Gas is popularly used as a heating
source in the winter. The impact of gas on profile estimate, was poorly examined,165

evident by the high errors found in this study. Gas is not even a factor in the Elexon
profile estimate formula. The evidences found here clearly indicate that households
with gas connection always bear noticeably higher profile errors, implying that gas
connection should have been included into Elexon profiles. Explicitly addressing
the impact of gas connection (or ideally gas consumption) into profile estimate will170

establish more accurate models of electricity consumption.
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Appendix-Glossary

at: Actual energy consumption ( unit: KWh ) for half-hourly time period t on a
particular day d.

D: The set of days in a particular year y where the actual consumption values are175

observed.
zt: Relative consumption for half-hourly time period t as a proportion of the observed

points for that year for a household:

zt =
at∑

d∈D at
. (1)

T : The set of all time points t in a particular year y with records of actual consumption
values for this household, where180

t ∈ T ⇔ ∃at. (2)

Y : The set of all days in a particular year y.
pt: Profile class relative consumption estimate for time period t in year y for a partic-

ular GSP Group and a particular type of Profile Class corresponding to this household.
EAC: Estimated Annual Consumption in a particular year y:

EAC = (
∑
d∈D

at)

∑
d∈Y pt∑
d∈D pt

. (3)

ARCt: Proportion of the estimated annual consumption for time period t:185

ARCt =
at

EAC
. (4)

et: Proportion of annual energy consumption for half-hourly time period t estimated
using the Elexon profile estimation algorithm [1].

PAPEt: Proportional absolute profile error at time period t:

PAPEt =
|ARCt − et|

et
. (5)

meanPAPE: Average PAPE value over a period of time:

meanPAPE =

∑
r∈R PAPEr

|R|
, (6)

where R is the set of meter readings available for a household. meanPAPE accounts190

for the number of readings in the data set, therefore it is especially suitable when a data
set has a large amount of missing data. meanPAPE indicates the accuracy of the profile
applied to a given household. The higher the meanPAPE values, the higher the error
and the lower the accuracy. The attention is given to those households having a high
meanPAPE, with the purpose of improving the accuracy of profiles, i.e reducing the195

errors.
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